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FIELDWORK
If you have been to The Badlands
You have not been to the Moon.
You have orbited your tongue
and explored its dark side––
You are visiting soft
Earth for the first time.
You are watching clouds
Snap shut like a jaw
Biting the lip of mountain
you just climbed.
And like a pebble budding legs,
You are speechless…
You are taking one
Giant leap and landing
A kiss on the cracked
Lips of the lonesome
and hungry world.
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CLIMATE
A dog can be heard barking.
His voice drops
Off a cliff,
Calcifies, mineralizes,
Is found by a blind
Child poking around
Chalcedony
Which looks
Like a foot or more
Of broken paws
Or the beginning
Of a volcano bulging
To deaf fingers.
Two hundred miles away
Devils Tower
Barks.
The hum is heard
Around the world
Except by fingers,
Which keep looking
For the volcano.
Devils Tower
Curls up
Beneath a cloud.
The cloud is small
Enough to stuff
Inside a hackBerry.
East, in the distance,
The Badlands
Thirst for cover.
The sun wrings
The moon for milk.
The moon whimpers, faints
Behind the visitor center.
Night flows, slows, freezing to rock.
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LEARNING TO READ (LIKE A GAPER)
I am learning to read
Like the meadowlark,
Prying pith from reed
By the upper and lower
Chisels in my spotty head.
I admire his plumb
For genuine horror;
For translating worm
Into song the way he does,
Pressing heart then tongue
To a grainy roof, splitting
Gist line for line
Like a wild psalmist.
I hold a dusky
Meadowlark to my tin ear.
I’m listening for the retreat of light.
I’m leaning into his vivid breast,
Marveling at his convoluted orbit,
Holding his noisy heart between my teeth;
My belly full of rage,
My head still spinning from the chatter,
My hands still wringing,
Searching for the right words.
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PALEONTOLOGY
When I found my first land
Turtle half buried in a muddy wall,
I too had to kneel on all fours,
Retract my head inside my fossil
And lap our shattered backs.
I had to bring my lips
To the shoulders that taxied
The young world
Through umbra-soaked nights
So flat you’d think day
Sported a blackboard
For an open mouth.
Had I the knees,
I would have lugged my land
Turtle a sun or two and shooed
The moons from her broody head.
I would have lathered
Affection behind her bony plates,
Pulled a sheet over our scattered
Remains and kissed one last time.
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FOSSIL
I watch as you pull the moon
From a soft socket of grass and plug
The hole with a cottonwood.
Your light, quiet as a fossil tonight.
My tongue, circling a bruise of memory
Like a coyote hunting tawny hare.
Around us, buttes palimpsest with empty
Crania. My words, quiet-as-a-fossil quiet
Lie scattered, and hidden.
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WEST OF THE TONGUE
West of the tongue
The cheeks hold chokecherry
At bay.
In one diorama,
The sun is skin-tight.
Crescent nimbuses
Leaf from lips
Shrinking to canyons.
At first The Badlands
Were baby-smooth,
And wild pigs squinched
Between mossy
Logs of rain.
The alphabet
Like the backbone
Had yet to be cracked,
Like laughter like misery,
Like north but not east.
Above the diorama,
The sky peels off the wall.
Dictionaries rain forward.
Mammals pour from the cracks and
The heart takes root
In the rotten chest.
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FIGURE
Where you stand floods once hummed.
Mirrors stars mirrored.
Buttery little snail world’s first and only
Wandering eye.
Badlands: a bruise and beautiful, cuts
Sorting through
All things-once-living reduced to color
Theory, tropical
Forests squeezed into penny-brown,
Flesh returning
To the scene vermillion, leaving sweet
As raw umber.
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TIP
Hand and knee up Millard Ridge.
Wind mum as an earthworm.
Snow rebounds, blindly fingering
Through tall canes of grass.
I––a kind of bald sunbeam––steep
In my weak shadows, feet focused
On a limestone lens balanced
Between Eocene and Oligocene.
Word of your waxwing sighting floods
The basin with scarlet globemallow,
Which is to say, thoughts of you
Blossom on the tip of my tongue.
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FIGURES
This isn’t the first time
He staggered through my window,
Begging for warmth and
Leaning his bent rays on my maple hutch.
Like an old man
He drags behind him darkness
The Milky Way confuses for a murder
Of crows. I watch him slip
Orange palms between my empty rooms.
I watch him pour
His worried head against the drywall.
I watch him separate
His beams into solid figures, driving
Away his mass,
Waving his particles goodbye.
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NATIONAL PARK
West of the tongue
Pelts of bushy snow
Fur slumps with zeros.
Lightning swells
Wrapping dangerous
Legs around a flood,
Squeezing the green
Into brown hills.
You held me like that
When I was no more
Than an acre,
A tree short a forest,
You a flower head
Shy of violet
Blowing the phlox off
My leguminous face.
O White River, tonight
I am the national park.
Native and wild thoughts
Trout my arms and grass
My breezy legs;
My swallow-swarmed
Mouth migrates
Home to your sodden
Rims. Here,
Here lies my wild.
Here babbles my little
Fire growing long shadows.
Here molts my heart
Plumy lungs, my riparian
Heart beating around
The bush, limping
Like a killdeer,
Dabbing your lips
With every one
Of my muddy thumbs.
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APRIL
April. Heading back from Porcupine to Scenic.
Serrated glints of pony-bottle green shimmer roadside,
referring to their fractures as God.
I know how the lips tire of knuckling around the gums,
Lips days apart from nesting, lips loosely
devoted to casting shadows of words
on the back of the throat.
April again. Like dark-hard cliff swallows
returning home to their clay jugs, my aching femurs
mend their hairlines in the grasslands’ needle-and-thread.
Late April. I sick
Blue jets of wiper fluid on the windshield.
I wipe the sky clean of mud.
I listen to Sage Creek rehearse its milky line
behind threadbare curtains of beard-tongue.
April. Alluvial. Silence, and sharps pretty as angels
Often the first things visitors note.
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B.C.E.
How the cottonwoods
sun their own,
Flay blue and cheat shade,
combust bare handedly,
Wrestle leaves to the ground,
bud warriors.
And how the fleshy
blazingstar nabs
Wind in barbed hairs,
we should think
gills not teeth,
stomach the prairie
And leg-up April,
shrub and dot
Deep as the eye can root,
proud as dew.
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FIGURE EIGHT
I remember the murmurs
Like it was yesterday.
Primitive hearts comb
Fingers through the dark
Soil and peach fuzz.
I remember the soft
Blowing through teeth
Was louder then, leaves
Simpler, light bold as wagonLoads of wind-shine.
Everywhere a tooth is found
A throat had its moan
Beneath and behind. Lungs
Dismantle air language neglects,
Lips lost their grip on.
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INDELIBLE
And like a mayfly I
Climbed out of my back and shimmered.
Just shimmered.
Light this bright, tooth-ensconced.
April light. Badlands sharps and cuts soft as a queen bed.
Snow drifts back like a feather
Comforter. From fingers nouns spore, syllables
Bud and flock, thoughts of you drift in and out
of a dark hatch.
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DEVILS TOWER
Think back to the night
You rolled over muddy
Footprints in the grass
where the stars ran naked
Up a tree
Leaving behind a boy
Not a bear.
Explain your brother
His hairy arms
Are igneous
And his seven sisters are the Big Dipper
when you sit whetting
Your claws between bricks
And mountain bluebirds
And like a bear
or old lava
Live in fear
Of open spaces
As a tree not a tree
beneath a constellation
Not a star
Too close to grass
You can’t feel the weight of rain
or Black Hills falling in.
You are covered
Head to toe in oven,
You are magma
thick as glass
Round as blue earth
Orbiting a tin canteen.
Think back
And you are the whole
Blue world
As it once stood
Beneath a billion
Or so blue feet
Running up trees
From the dark and the burning.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
There are many beds by which to measure the diameter of sleep.
Whisper-twined waterways thaw, weave in and below dreamscape.
Where there is quartz, no extinctions, galloping hearts
Corralled by ascending tint, beating this way and fold, and fold, and
Graze words down to saluting roots.
Behind the tongue natural bridges tittup humpy worlds––surfaces
Flex backbone to thumbnail, how sand nerves its channels
Sensing your weight shifting from hoof to hoof.
Hold still: hear light streaming
From a collapsed star to fill your empty.
Smile: words capsize, sink into shadow.
Where teeth emerge another galaxy drags under.
Like years, hiss when you meet and part.
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LIFE SENTENCE
In the days leading up to the expulsion
I would wake up every morning
And like a fossil
Gradually emerge from my hard bed.
I would come to think of myself
As an extinct leaf-eater.
I would kneel in the dirt for hours
And cup my ear like a lovesick meadowlark,
Listening for the murmurs tunneling
Beneath the cracked floor.
I would come to recognize my place
In the alphabet; a brief consonant
In a long line of vowels––
Squint and you can hear the stars
Touch coal to their cold lips and stammer brightly.
There, in dark matter, is where light conjugates.
The world is half made up of past
Participles, half locked up in brackish cells,
Every last word serving a life sentence.
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